
The new Dentrix virtual 
workshops provide you with 
the benefits of a live, trainer-
led class without the time and 
expense of travel. You’ll get 
live feature demonstrations, 
hands-on practice time, and a 
workbook with step-by-step 
instructions. Best of all, you can 
attend a virtual workshop at 
a time and place that fit your 
schedule—all you need is two 
hours, a phone, and a computer 
with an internet connection.  

Practice Success

I N F O R M A T I O N  S H E E T

JOIN US!
Register at www.Dentrix.com/Workshops

TREATMENT PLANNER BASICS
Create and present treatment options for patients.

The Dentrix Treatment Planner is the go-to location for creating, organizing, and 
documenting patient treatment plans. Learn how to organize procedures into treatment 
cases, set up visits for those procedures to be completed, and how to offer patients 
alternatives to treatment when applicable.  Discover how to update the status of a case, 
document consent, view case status history, refer cases to another provider, and much 
more.

This workshop is a live, online course with hands-on practice and optional lab time. Attend 
this class if you want to get a better understanding of how to use the Dentrix Treatment 
Planner to create and organize patient treatment plans, and how to document the process 
from diagnosis to completion. You will receive an email with the class workbook and links to 
join the workshop after you register.  

LENGTH:  2 HOURS + OPTIONAL 1 HOUR OF LAB TIME | PRICE: $149 | CLASS SIZE: MAX 10 

http://www.dentrix.com/workshops
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JOIN US!
Register at www.Dentrix.com/Workshops

TOPICS AT A GLANCE
• Creating or renaming a treatment case

• Ordering procedures by visit

• Creating treatment alternatives

• Linking cases

• Setting case severity

• Updating treatment case statuses

• Viewing case status history

• Referring a case to another provider

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
This online workshop is for you if you:

• Are a member of the clinical staff responsi-
ble helping document and chart treatment- 
planned procedures

• Need an understanding of how to create, or-
ganize, or edit treatment plans

• Want to learn how to document treatment 
alternatives for a patient

• Want hands-on training in a virtual classroom 
with a certified Dentrix trainer

• Need an opportunity to build your Dentrix 
skills without traveling to a class

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN
TREATMENT CASE SETUP

Learn how to identify the default treatment case, 
organize procedures by visit, and create new treat-
ment cases and alternatives. You’ll also learn how 
to set a recommended case and assign severity to 
a case so staff will know which cases should take 
priority

PRINTING TREATMENT CASES FOR PATIENTS

Learn how to set up and print treatment cases for 
patients to review.  Learn how to add patient- 
friendly descriptions to procedures , making them 
easier to understand.  You’ll learn how to add a 
consent for treatment to a  patient’s case, and how 
to sign and view it.  You’ll also learn how to refer 
a treatment case to another provider and how to 
print a referral slip.

http://www.dentrix.com/workshops



